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AP®, Advanced Placement®, and Advanced Placement Program® are trademarks registered by the College Board, which was not involved in the production of, and does not endorse, these products.
The Pathway to Success for Today’s AP Students

AP advantage helps students navigate the rigors of Advanced Placement® coursework with accessible, engaging, and fully aligned resources designed to support the way they learn—individually.

From pre-course skill mastery, through comprehensive core curriculum, to targeted and adaptive test prep, AP advantage tailors the learning experience to students’ diverse needs and learning styles. Prepare your students to succeed in approaching AP course content, thinking critically, making clear connections, and effectively applying their understanding.

Put your students on the pathway to AP success with:

■ Self-paced, diagnostic AP course prep.
■ Comprehensive core curriculum fully aligned to AP standards.
■ Clear, accessible, skills-based pedagogy.
■ A robust digital platform with customizable resources designed to support today’s AP teachers and students.
■ Flexible implementation with print, digital, or hybrid options.
■ Personalized AP test prep.

“The intuitive teacher resources have greatly reduced my grading and planning time, and the reports we generate from the courses are essential to improving student performance.”

– Lori Redmond, AP Teacher, Lexington, NC

mheonline.com/advancedplacement
Dynamic teaching and learning resources exclusive to the AP advantage

- **AP SmartBook®, powered by LearnSmart®,** delivering adaptive reading experiences to meet each student’s unique needs and learning styles.
- **AP Test Banks** that provide AP exam practice all year long.
- **AP Teacher Manual** including a pacing guide, activities, and support aligned to course objectives.
- Customizable PowerPoint presentations.
- At-a-glance reports that track student and section performance.
- Adaptive practice with targeted remediation in areas of weakness.
- In-depth reports—including frequently missed questions, most challenging learning objectives, and current learning statistics—to help students focus on the areas with which they need the most help.
- Auto-graded AP practice exams that mirror the format and timing of the College Board exam.

Mult-year access to the AP advantage is provided with the purchase of your McGraw-Hill Education AP Edition textbook or can be purchased as a 1-year or 6-year digital-only subscription. This offer does not include honors, electives, or High School editions. Look for the AP advantage logo to find the programs that include the AP advantage solutions.
Personalized, Adaptive, and Dynamic Digital Resources

Our digital solutions are enriched with multimedia content including videos, animations, and simulations that enhance the teaching and learning experience both inside and outside of the classroom.

Authored by the world’s leading subject matter experts and organized at the chapter level, the resources provide students with multiple opportunities to apply their understanding and master course content. Teachers can save time, customize lessons, monitor student progress, and make data-driven decisions in the classroom with the flexible, easy-to-navigate instructional tools.

Intuitive Design

Resources are organized at the chapter level. To enhance the core content, teachers can add assignments, activities, and instructional aides to any lesson. The chapter landing page gives students access to:
- Assigned activities
- Resources and assessments
- Interactive eBook
- Adaptive SmartBook®

Chapter landing page links students to resources that support success.

Mobile Ready

Access to course content on-the-go is easier and more efficient than ever with the ReadAnywhere mobile app.
Harness technology, unlock success visit My.MHEducation.com

Adaptive Study Tools

SMARTBOOK® is the online adaptive study tool. The interactive features engage students and personalize the learning experience with self-guided tools that:

■ Assess a student’s proficiency and knowledge.
■ Track which topics have been mastered.
■ Identify areas that need more study.
■ Improve reading comprehension by highlighting key content that needs additional study.
■ Present focused content specific to the student’s individual needs.

Highlighted content continuously adapts to show what student already knows, in green, and what requires further study, in yellow.

Practice sets measure depth of understanding and present a personalized learning path based on student responses.

Teacher Resources

Teachers have access to the interactive eBook, adaptive SmartBook®, plus a wealth of customizable chapter resources and powerful gradebook tools.

Resources include:

■ Online Teacher Manual with chapter outlines, teaching suggestions, reading strategies, and pacing guides.
■ Student performance reports to help teachers identify gaps, make data-driven decisions, and adjust instruction.
■ Customizable PowerPoint presentations.
■ Labeled diagrams, visual aids, animations, and additional ideas

Searchable library makes it easy to find and assign resources.

Customizable assignments and quiz banks are automatically graded and populate easy-to-read reports.

Available for titles offered as a Standard Student Bundle, Premium Student Bundle, Online Student Edition, or Online Teacher Edition as listed. For digital access to titles listed as Student Edition only, please see page 36 for custom-built solution purchasing options.
Stay on Track to College & Career Readiness

Ensure students develop the academic and real-world skills and knowledge they need to make the successful transition from high school to college and/or into the workforce. Provide meaningful experiences at every proficiency level with purposeful lessons, extensive practice, and a variety of opportunities for concept mastery to lead them to success in college and beyond.

Find the right solutions from core skills remediation to enrichment, for bridge courses and summer boot camps, through Honors and AP courses to ensure students are on the college and career readiness track.

Build a Solid Foundation
Developmental Education

Grammar and Mechanics from Sentence to Paragraph
Problem-Solving Approach to College Writing
College Readiness Literacy

Develop Higher-Level Skills & Knowledge
Honors & Electives

A Concise and Conceptual View for Honors Courses
Simplify Honors Algebra with the Miller Math Series
Designed Specifically for your High School Classroom

Engage with College-Level Content
Advanced Placement

Redesign Ready, 100% AP Aligned
A Compelling Narrative from Multiple Perspectives
Developed Exclusively for the AP Classroom
Reveals the Richness and Breadth of Human Geography
Trusted, Accessible Content

Visit mheonline.com/advancedplacement to explore the solutions that are right for you.
Follow McGraw-Hill Education on Social Media

Facebook: @McGrawHillK12
Twitter: @McGrawHillK12
YouTube: McGraw-Hill Education PreK-12
Pinterest: McGrawHillK12
Instagram: @mheducation

Find strategies, resources, and inspiration from learning scientists and educators just like you on our blog, Inspired Ideas. medium.com/inspired-ideas-prek-12

Advanced Placement Summer Institutes: McGraw-Hill Education understands the importance of Professional Development opportunities and continues to support AP Summer Institutes. For more information, visit mheonline.com/apsi
Trusted, Accessible Content with New Coverage and Features for Today’s AP Classroom

Students explore AP Biology through an inquiry-based lens as they discover the unity and interconnected nature of the study of life. Author Sylvia Mader blends her iconic field expertise with a clear, easy-to-understand writing style to provide students with concise and engaging instruction, practice, and support for AP success. The stunning illustrative artwork and photo presentations add visual interest and powerful pedagogical tools to support and enhance key concepts. Mader Biology is fully aligned to the College Board’s AP Curriculum Framework with integrated AP coverage and additional features including:

- AP chapter reviews that feature AP-style questions.
- A wealth of data analysis activities that require students to apply the science practices.
- A Focus Review Guide workbook to apply and review the AP content covered in each chapter.
- AP Test Banks, featuring AP-style questions to help students prepare for the AP exam.
- AP Teacher Manual with helpful hints to support teachers throughout the course, as well as a pacing guide, classroom activities, and answers to the student edition chapter assessments.
- Featured readings to reflect recent scientific advances.

AP ADVANTAGE PRINT AND DIGITAL BUNDLE
(Student Edition with ONboard™, Online Student Edition, SCOREboard™)
6-years........................................ 978-0-07-903170-9 ............... $158.73
1-year ........................................... 978-0-07-903176-1 ............... $150.87

AP ADVANTAGE DELUXE PRINT AND DIGITAL BUNDLE
(Student Edition with AP Focus Review Guide, ONboard™, Online Student Edition, SCOREboard™)
6-years........................................ 978-0-07-903174-7 ............... $175.62
1-year ........................................... 978-0-07-903180-8 ............... $170.82

AP ADVANTAGE DIGITAL STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION
(ONboard™, Online Student Edition, SCOREboard™)
6-years........................................ 978-0-07-903207-2 ............... $135.12
1-year ........................................... 978-0-07-903206-5 ............... $121.59

AP ADVANTAGE DIGITAL TEACHER SUBSCRIPTION
(ONboard™, Online Teacher Edition, SCOREboard™)
6-years........................................ 978-0-07-903210-2 ............... $256.47
1-year ........................................... 978-0-07-903209-6 ............... $154.50

AP advantage access includes an AP SmartBook, interactive eBook, AP Test Banks, an AP Teacher Manual, and more teaching and learning resources. For more information, see page 2.
The Comprehensive Solution for AP Biology Success

*Biology* is fully aligned to the College Board AP Curriculum Framework and offers additional content coverage to enhance the teaching and learning experience. The *Biology* learning system uses dynamic tools and chapter designations to differentiate AP Essential Knowledge from AP Extended Knowledge, providing focus on key concepts and context for supporting materials. Authored by a team of field experts, this inquiry-based text also features:

- A *Focus Review Guide* workbook, which helps students review and apply the essential AP content covered in each chapter.
- AP Biology Chapter Banks for practice answering AP-style questions.
- A robust AP Teacher Manual with a detailed pacing guide, chapter summaries, answers to student edition chapter assessments, suggested activities, and labs.

**AP ADVANTAGE PRINT AND DIGITAL BUNDLE**
(Student Edition with ONboard™, Online Student Edition, SCOREboard™)
- 6-years ............................................... 978-0-07-902974-4 .......................... $172.95
- 1-year .................................................. 978-0-07-902980-5 .......................... $167.76

**AP ADVANTAGE DELUXE PRINT AND DIGITAL BUNDLE**
(Student Edition with *Focus Review Guide*, ONboard™, Online Student Edition, SCOREboard™)
- 6-years ............................................... 978-0-07-902978-2 .......................... $188.88
- 1-year .................................................. 978-0-07-902984-3 .......................... $183.69

**AP ADVANTAGE DIGITAL STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION**
(ONboard™, Online Student Edition, SCOREboard™)
- 6-years ............................................... 978-0-07-903213-3 .......................... $150.69
- 1-year .................................................. 978-0-07-903212-6 .......................... $137.94

**AP ADVANTAGE DIGITAL TEACHER SUBSCRIPTION**
(ONboard™, Online Teacher Edition, SCOREboard™)
- 6-years ............................................... 978-0-07-903250-8 .......................... $256.47
- 1-year .................................................. 978-0-07-903215-7 .......................... $154.50

*AP advantage* access includes an *AP SmartBook*, interactive eBook, AP Test Banks, an *AP Teacher Manual*, and more teaching and learning resources. For more information, see page 2.
AP Biology Program Focused on the Fundamentals

Understanding Biology emphasizes fundamental concepts to help students better understand biology and focus on developing scientific skills.

- Learning outcomes help students understand core skills and concepts they should develop.
- Inquiry and Analysis cases help students build scientific skills.
- End-of-chapter assessments ensure students grasp core concepts and can critically analyze and apply what they’ve learned.

STUDENT EDITION (HARDCOVER)
978-1-25-959241-6
Contact your rep for pricing

STUDENT EDITION (SOFTCOVER)
978-1-25-987512-0
Contact your rep for pricing

Principles of Biology
2nd Edition © 2018
Brooker

Succinct, Inviting, Focused on Central Concepts

Principles of Biology is reflective of the shift taking place in the biology course from large and detail-rich to short and conceptual.

- Succinct, inviting, and focused on central concepts.
- Helps students connect fundamental principles.
- Fosters the development of critical thinking skills.
- Streamlined to help students connect broad themes and key ideas.

STUDENT EDITION (SOFTCOVER)
978-1-25-987512-0
Contact your rep for pricing

Inquiry into Life
15th Edition © 2017
Mader

Present Honors Biology from a Human Perspective

Inquiry into Life offers a unique approach to biology by explaining basic biological concepts and processes with a human emphasis, making biology relevant and understandable to students. Author Dr. Sylvia Mader’s teaching system motivates students to understand and appreciate the wonders of biology. Coupled with a modern digital approach, this traditional learning system is designed to both engage and encourage today’s student.

STUDENT BUNDLE
(Student Edition with Connect®)
6-years........................................ 978-0-07-671559-6 .................. $149.61
1-year........................................... 978-0-07-671557-2 ................ $145.11

CONNECT® SUBSCRIPTION
6-years........................................ 978-0-07-667409-1 ................ $127.32
1-year........................................... 978-0-07-667408-4 ................ $114.60

STUDENT EDITION (HARDCOVER)
978-1-25-970521-2
Contact your rep for pricing

Foundations in Microbiology
10th Edition © 2018
Talaro

Allied Health Microbiology

Foundations in Microbiology features:

- A taxonomic approach to the disease chapters.
- An engaging and accessible writing style.
- Case studies and analogies to help explain difficult concepts.
- Revised art and updated photos to help concepts stand out.

STUDENT EDITION (HARDCOVER)
978-1-25-970521-2
Contact your rep for pricing

All purchasing options include Connect®, which features a SmartBook® adaptive eBook and additional digital teaching and learning resources.
The Gold Standard Approach to Anatomy & Physiology

A market leader for 40 years, Hole’s Human Anatomy and Physiology delivers a comprehensive, in-depth exploration of anatomy and physiology while placing emphasis on the fundamentals for students with little-to-no prior science knowledge. The proven Learn, Practice, Assess learning system ensures student understanding, application, and mastery of complex concepts while the Understanding Words feature builds a solid anatomy and physiology vocabulary. The accessible, engaging, and relevant coverage integrates real-world issues, clinical applications, and the latest in scientific advances. Additional teaching and learning features include:

- A new, dynamic art program with bright colors and 3D effects to reinforce important concepts.
- The chapter level Career Corner that introduces students to a variety of fields of practice and related occupations.
- A new Lab Manual with 34 hands-on activities designed to complement any anatomy and physiology course.

Designed Specifically for your High School Classroom

Hole’s Essentials of Human Anatomy & Physiology, High School Edition is the first of its kind, combining the high-quality content that you’ve come to expect from Hole’s Essentials with a new student-friendly design containing additional content to help students succeed. Activities in the high school edition allow students to apply science and engineering practices, work with real data, and provide support for ELL and ELA. This new program also includes:

- A new High School Teacher Manual with teaching strategies and pacing, group projects, classroom activities, and ELL and ELA support activities.
- A new Lab Manual with 34 hands-on activities designed to complement any Anatomy and Physiology course.
- Comprehensive digital resources, including labeling activities to allow students to identify structures using figures from the text, and interactive flashcards with audio to help students review key vocabulary terms from each chapter.

All purchasing options include access to the Online Student Edition and Smartbook adaptive eBook. Teacher access includes Teacher Manual, PowerPoint presentations, test banks, and additional course-specific teaching/learning resources.

STANDARD STUDENT BUNDLE
(Student Edition with Online Student Edition)
6-years ................................................ 978-0-07-686308-2 .............. $180.90
1-years .................................................. 978-0-07-686311-2 ............ $175.53

PREMIUM STUDENT BUNDLE
(Student Edition with Online Student Edition and Lab Manual)
6-years ................................................ 978-0-07-686309-9 .............. $196.35
1-years .................................................. 978-0-07-686312-9 ............ $190.98

ONLINE STUDENT EDITION SUBSCRIPTION
6-years ................................................ 978-0-07-684912-3 .............. $157.23
1-year .................................................. 978-0-07-684910-9 ............ $143.73

ONLINE TEACHER EDITION SUBSCRIPTION
6-years ................................................ 978-0-07-684920-8 .............. $256.47
1-year .................................................. 978-0-07-684915-4 ............ $154.50

All purchasing options include access to the Online Student Edition and Smartbook adaptive eBook. Teacher access includes Teacher Manual, PowerPoint presentations, test banks, and additional course-specific teaching/learning resources.
Human Genetics
12th Edition © 2018
Lewis

Explore the Science of Human Genetics
Illuminate the principles and concepts of the once obscure science of genetics with Human Genetics: Concepts and Applications. This new 12th edition is updated to reflect the evolution of genetics, presenting the study of genomic variation and heredity in organisms as the basis for medical science. Updated content empowers students with:
- Learning outcomes in each chapter that guide students through content mastery.
- The Big Picture, which encapsulates the overall theme of each chapter.
- Captivating photography and vibrant, dimensional illustrations.

Essentials of Athletic Injury Management
Prentice

Informative Guide to Managing Injuries
Essentials of Athletic Injury Management provides the information needed to manage the care of athletic injuries—from prevention, identification, and assessment of injuries to interaction with players, parents, and physicians.
- Designed for high school students taking an exercise science or introductory sports medicine course.
- Prepares students to manage injury and emergency situations when an athletic trainer or physician is not available.
- Includes action plans, checklists, and applications of universal precautions in athletic environments to get started in the field.

Zoology
11th Edition © 2019
Miller

Ideal for an Introductory Zoology Course
Written in an informative and friendly writing style that doesn’t overwhelm students with unnecessary terminology, this text is a perfect fit for a high school elective course. Zoology emphasizes ecological and evolutionary concepts and helps students understand the process of science through elements of chapter organization and boxed readings.
- Section and chapter reviews to reinforce understanding and self-tests to review or revisit concepts that may have been missed.
- Updated human population and endangered species statistics.
- Coverage of ecological problems, including an assessment of eight critical environmental processes: biodiversity loss, nitrogen cycling, phosphorus cycling, climate change, ocean acidification, land and freshwater use, and ozone depletion.

Integrated Principles of Zoology
17th Edition © 2017
Hickman

Year-Long Course
The Comprehensive Market Leader in Zoology
Emphasizing the central role of evolution in generating diversity, Integrated Principles of Zoology describes animal life and the fascinating adaptations that enable animals to inhabit so many ecological niches. This program is considered the standard by which other texts are measured, with features including:
- High-quality illustrations and photographs set within an engaging narrative.
- Comprehensive coverage of biological and zoological principles, mechanisms of evolution, diversity, physiology, and ecology.
- A student-friendly, easy-to-navigate organization.

mheonline.com/advancedplacement
**Environmental Science: A Global Concern, AP Edition**

14th Edition © 2018
Cunningham

**A Global View of Environmental Science for AP Students**

*Environmental Science: A Global Concern* presents a global view of environmental science in the context of the AP course and exam. By having students think critically, make clear connections, and apply their learning to real-world situations, the program emphasizes environmental responsibility and global awareness with a clear alignment to the College Board Curriculum Framework for AP Environmental Science. Features for AP success include:

- AP Connections in the chapter openers that pinpoint the AP content covered in the chapter as well as the location of skills and practice to prepare for the exam.
- An AP-style chapter assessment with a vocabulary review, multiple-choice questions, and data analysis and free-response questions.
- Math features to prepare students for the mathematical requirements of the AP exam.
- An AP Teacher Manual that correlates each chapter to the APES Curriculum Framework and provides a pacing guide, useful activities, and answers to questions in the student edition.

**STUDENT AP ADVANTAGE PRINT AND DIGITAL BUNDLE**
(Onboard™, Online Student Edition, SCOREboard™)
6-years ................................ 978-0-07-903044-3  ..... $148.65
1-year ...................................... 978-0-07-903047-4  ..... $144.18

**AP ADVANTAGE DIGITAL STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION**
(Onboard™, Online Student Edition, SCOREboard™)
6-years ................................ 978-0-07-903351-2  ..... $125.73
1-year ...................................... 978-0-07-903327-7  ..... $112.59

**AP ADVANTAGE DIGITAL TEACHER SUBSCRIPTION**
(Onboard™, Online Teacher Edition, SCOREboard™)
6-years ................................ 978-0-07-903360-4  ..... $256.47
1-year ...................................... 978-0-07-903359-8  ..... $154.50

**Customer Service 1-800-334-7344**

A Concise and Conceptual View of Environmental Science for Honors Courses

*Environmental Science: A Study of Interrelationships* is a perfect choice for an honors/electives course with a full-color, student-friendly layout, an introductory-level approach that doesn’t overwhelm students with too much detail, and a concise and conceptual writing style that is both interesting and accessible. Students are taken on a scientific journey of our Earth and the relationship between humans and the natural world through Enger’s interdisciplinary approach that is presented through multiple perspectives — historical, economic, political, social, and cultural. In addition, *Environmental Science* includes:

- Comprehensive, editable test banks for each chapter.
- Google Earth activities, labs, and additional inquiry activities to give students context for the global places and topics discussed in the text.
- An Online Teacher Manual featuring activities and ELL strategies.

**STANDARD STUDENT BUNDLE**
(Student Edition with Online Student Edition)
6-years ................................ 978-0-07-903382-6  ..... $153.12
1-year ...................................... 978-0-07-903385-7  ..... $148.53

**ONLINE STUDENT EDITION SUBSCRIPTION**
6-years ................................ 978-0-07-903363-5  ..... $129.45
1-year ...................................... 978-0-07-903362-8  ..... $115.98

**ONLINE TEACHER EDITION SUBSCRIPTION**
6-years ................................ 978-0-07-903354-3  ..... $256.47
1-year ...................................... 978-0-07-903359-8  ..... $154.50

All purchasing options include access to the Online Student Edition and Smartbook adaptive eBook. Teacher access includes Teacher Manual, PowerPoint presentations, test banks, and additional course-specific teaching/learning resources.

For more information, see page 2.
Concise program for Introductory Environmental Science

Principles of Environmental Science: Inquiry and Applications is a concise text that provides an up-to-date introductory view of essential themes in environmental science. Condensed to 18 chapters, the authors offer students numerous opportunities to practice scientific thinking and active learning. The beautifully rendered art and creative paging bring key concepts and highlight critical topics, and boxed reading exemplifies the principles of scientific observation and data gathering.

An Introduction to Plant Biology

Emphasizing current interests while presenting basic botanical principles, Stern’s Introductory Plant Biology assumes little prior scientific knowledge. Students will be introduced to the new classification of plants and plant-related species, integration of biotechnology into several chapters, and the inclusion of new text boxes addressing ecology, evolution, and molecular biology.

- Enhanced measurable learning outcomes.
- Updated additional readings that address new discoveries and technologies in plant biology.

Investigating Oceanography

Investigating Oceanography conveys the tremendous influence oceans have on our lives. To understand the constant barrage of information concerning our planet and marine issues, the authors believe students need a basic command of the language of marine science in addition to understanding processes and principles. This edition also:

- Teaches the historical, ecological, physical, chemical, and biological characteristics of the ocean environment.
- Uses remarkable images and photos to reinforce concepts.
- Features essays written by several scientists discussing topics in their fields of specialization.

NEW!

Tried and True Introductory Geology Text

Physical Geology, 16th edition, is the latest refinement of a classic introductory text that has helped countless students learn basic physical geology concepts for over 25 years.

- An accessible writing style.
- Hundreds of illustrations and accompanying photographs that correlate with the chapter designations to help students quickly grasp concepts.
- Numerous chapter learning tools to further assist students in their study of physical geology.

STUDENT EDITION (SOFTCOVER)
978-1-26-084723-9
Contact your rep for pricing

STUDENT BUNDLE (Student Edition with Connect®)
6-years ............................................... 978-0-07-904931-5 ................. $159.15
1-year .................................................. 978-0-07-904932-2 ................. $157.35

CONNECT® SUBSCRIPTION
6-years ............................................... 978-0-07-899735-8 ................. $140.97
1-year .................................................. 978-0-07-899740-2 ................. $127.92

All purchasing options include Connect®, which features a SmartBook® adaptive eBook and additional digital teaching and learning resources.

NEW!

Tried and True Introductory Geology Text

Physical Geology
16th Edition © 2019
Plummer

Physical Geology
16th Edition © 2019
Plummer

Investigating Oceanography
2nd Edition © 2017
Sverdrup

STUDENT EDITION (SOFTCOVER)
978-1-26-049081-7
Contact your rep for pricing

Investigating Oceanography
2nd Edition © 2017
Sverdrup

New High School Edition available winter 2019!

Principles of Environmental Science: Inquiry and Applications
9th Edition, 2020
Cunningham

Contact your rep for pricing

mheonline.com/advancedplacement
An Interconnected, Global Perspective of the World Ocean

The first edition of Marine Science became an instant beloved text with its full coverage of oceanography, stunning design, student-friendly learning system, and data analysis labs. Now in its second edition, the program further expands its NGSS coverage, ELL support, interdisciplinary applications, and introduces a broader focus on human and environmental interaction. Marine Science also includes:

- Study Strategy activities, including listening, speaking, reading, and peer interactions, that help to support a variety of learning styles.
- Vocabulary activities and support that help students acquire and understand the key terminology of marine science.
- Inquiry Activities that allow students to expand upon what they've studied in the Nature of Science, Marine Science in Action, Habitat Spotlight, and Humans and the Ocean features.
- A Lab Manual with 42 labs—no ocean needed!
- Teacher Manual, available in print and online, includes a detailed pacing guide for each chapter, chapter summaries, answers to the section and chapter review questions, and differentiated instruction strategies and activities.

Best-in-Class Digital Resources

- Comprehensive, chapter banks for each chapter, correlated to the Ocean Literacy Standards.
- Digital images and PowerPoint slides to help teachers build dynamic presentations.
- An eBook and a SmartBook® adaptive reading experience, designed to help students learn faster, study more efficiently, and retain more knowledge.

STANDARD STUDENT BUNDLE
(Student Edition with Online Student Edition)
6-years ...............................................978-0-07-692904-7 ....................$148.29
1-year ..................................................978-0-07-692908-5 ....................$135.30

PREMIUM STUDENT BUNDLE
(Student Edition with Lab Manual and Online Student Edition)
6-years ...............................................978-0-07-692907-8 ....................$163.29
1-year ..................................................978-0-07-692899-2 ....................$149.37

ONLINE STUDENT EDITION SUBSCRIPTION
6-years ...............................................978-0-07692820-0 ....................$129.39
1-year ..................................................978-0-07692819-4 ....................$115.38

ONLINE TEACHER EDITION SUBSCRIPTION
6-years ...............................................978-0-07692814-9 ....................$249.00
1-year ..................................................978-0-07692821-7 ....................$150.00

STUDENT LAB MANUAL ..........................................................978-0-07692815-6 ....................$39.15

PRINT TEACHER MANUAL ..................................................978-0-07692816-3 ....................$41.55

All purchasing options include access to the Online Student Edition and Smartbook adaptive eBook. Teacher access includes Teacher Manual, PowerPoint presentations, test banks, and additional course-specific teaching/learning resources.
A Traditional Approach with a Fresh, New Look

Fully aligned to the College Board’s Curriculum Framework, Chang’s Chemistry balances rigorous college-level content with accessible and inspiring instruction built for AP success. Chang’s traditional approach to chemistry is delivered in a straightforward writing style with a strong focus on developing problem-solving strategies and skills. The artwork in the 13th edition has been completely refreshed to give students visual insight into various topics and applications.

Built for AP Success

- AP chapter reviews that feature AP-style questions and data analysis activities.
- A Focus Review Guide workbook to apply and review the AP content covered in each chapter.
- AP Test Banks, featuring AP-style questions to help students prepare for the AP exam.
- AP Teacher Manual with helpful hints to support teachers throughout the course, as well as a pacing guide and classroom activities, and answers to the assessments in the student edition.

STUDENT AP ADVANTAGE PRINT AND DIGITAL BUNDLE
(Student Edition with ONboard®, Online Student Edition, SCOREboard®)
6-years: 978-0-07-903192-1 $178.14
1-year: 978-0-07-903195-2 $172.80

STUDENT AP ADVANTAGE DELUXE PRINT AND DIGITAL BUNDLE
(Student Edition with AP Focus Review Guide, ONboard®, Online Student Edition, SCOREboard®)
6-years: 978-0-07-903193-8 $194.52
1-year: 978-0-07-903197-6 $189.21

AP ADVANTAGE DIGITAL STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION
(ONboard®, Online Student Edition, SCOREboard®)
6-years: 978-0-07-903264-5 $155.22
1-year: 978-0-07-903263-8 $142.08

AP ADVANTAGE DIGITAL TEACHER SUBSCRIPTION
(ONboard®, Online Teacher Edition, SCOREboard®)
6-years: 978-0-07-903269-0 $256.47
1-year: 978-0-07-903268-3 $154.50

AP advantage access includes an AP SmartBook, interactive eBook, AP Test Banks, an AP Teacher Manual, and more teaching and learning resources.
For more information, see page 2.
A Conceptual Approach to AP Chemistry

Silberberg’s Chemistry provides a fully aligned, conceptual option for AP Chemistry. The text contains unprecedented macroscopic-to-microscopic molecular illustrations, consistent step-by-step worked exercises in every chapter, and an extensive range of end-of-chapter problems. This text also features:

- An updated AP Teacher Manual that provides a pacing guide as well as activities and questions aligned to the curriculum.
- Updated AP Test Banks that have been expanded to help students succeed on the AP Chemistry exam.
- Inquiry activities and labs, which provide students with the opportunity to go beyond the textbook to investigate AP topics in more depth.

Chemistry: The Molecular Nature of Matter and Change
8th Edition © 2018
Silberberg

STUDENT AP ADVANTAGE PRINT AND DIGITAL BUNDLE
(Student Edition with ONboard®, Online Student Edition, SCOREboard®)
6-years..............................978-0-07-903056-6...........$178.14
1-year...............................978-0-07-903060-3...........$172.80

AP ADVANTAGE DIGITAL STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION
(ONboard®, Online Student Edition, SCOREboard®)
6-years..............................978-0-07-903318-5...........$155.19
1-year...............................978-0-07-903317-8...........$142.08

AP ADVANTAGE DIGITAL TEACHER SUBSCRIPTION
(ONboard®, Online Teacher Edition, SCOREboard®)
6-years..............................978-0-07-903323-9...........$256.47
1-year...............................978-0-07-903322-2...........$154.50

AP advantage access includes an AP SmartBook, interactive eBook, AP Test Banks, an AP Teacher Manual, and more teaching and learning resources. For more information, see page 2.

Atoms-First Approach to General Chemistry

The Chemistry: Atoms First approach provides a consistent and logical method for teaching general chemistry that starts with the fundamental building blocks of matter and atoms, and uses them as stepping stones to understanding more complex chemistry topics. Only after the study of matter and atoms will students have sufficient background to fully engage in more advanced topics. Thus, the Atoms First method empowers teachers to present the most complete and compelling story of general chemistry.

STUDENT EDITION (HARDCOVER)
978-1-25-963813-8
Contact your rep for pricing

Fosters Critical Thinking and Problem-Solving Skills

Chemistry offers a clear, engaging writing style written with the students in mind. Author Julia Burdge uses her teaching background with general chemistry students to design the pedagogy that offers a more detailed explanation of problem areas with integrated artwork and applications that guide students through the common pitfalls and misconceptions.

- Chapter-level Key Skills modules help students find touchstones to hone specific skills from earlier chapters in the context of what they will encounter in later chapters.
- Outstanding art.
- A wide range of end-of-chapter problems.
- Strong focus on biological and medicinal applications.

STUDENT EDITION (HARDCOVER)
978-0-07-802152-7
Contact your rep for pricing
NEW!

Connecting Abstract Concepts to Real-Life Applications

*Introduction to Chemistry* takes a conceptual approach to introductory chemistry. Chapters open with a scenario involving real-life students to connect abstract chemical concepts to students' lives, and math is introduced on a need-to-know basis. This conceptual approach first teaches the chemistry and then shows students how to use the math with the chemistry.

**STUDENT EDITION (HARDCOVER)**
978-1-26-044599-2
Contact your rep for pricing

Contemporary, Comprehensive Approach to Chemistry

*Chemistry in Context* is an issues-based textbook that establishes chemical principles on a need-to-know basis. The text enables students to learn chemistry in the context of their own lives and significant issues facing science and the world. The non-traditional approach of *Chemistry in Context* reflects today's technological issues and the chemistry principles within them.

**STUDENT EDITION (HARDCOVER)**
978-1-25-963814-5
Contact your rep for pricing

NEW!

For AP Physics 1 & 2

A Conceptual Framework for AP Physics

*College Physics* presents a unique forces-first approach to physics that builds a conceptual framework as motivation for the physical principles. This edition addresses the needs of today's students with:

- Consistent problem-solving coverage strategies.
- Stunning art.
- Extensive end-of-chapter material.

**STUDENT EDITION (HARDCOVER)**
978-1-26-084728-4
Contact your rep for pricing

For AP Physics C

Contemporary, Comprehensive Approach to Physics

*University Physics* is a comprehensive text with enhanced calculus coverage incorporating a consistently used seven-step problem-solving method. A variety of everyday contemporary topics as well as research-based discussions help students appreciate the beauty of physics and how physics concepts relate to the development of new technologies.

**STUDENT EDITION (HARDCOVER)**
978-0-07-351388-1
Contact your rep for pricing
**NEW!**

**The Physics of Everyday Phenomena**

9th Edition © 2019
Griffith

*Introduction to Physics Using Real-Life Examples*

*The Physics of Everyday Phenomena* introduces students to the basic concepts of physics using examples of common occurrences in everyday life. This book is written in a narrative style, frequently using questions designed to draw students into a dialogue about the ideas of physics. The perfect choice for anyone interested in the nature of physics, this edition also features numerous student aids and reduced math content for beginning students.

**STUDENT EDITION (HARDCOVER)**
978-1-26-049059-6
*Contact your rep for pricing*

---

**Physical Science**

11th Edition © 2017
Tillery

*A Great Fit for Physical Science Electives*

*Physical Science* introduces basic concepts and key ideas while providing opportunities for students to learn problem-solving and reasoning skills as well as new ways of thinking about their environment through:

- Exceptional, straightforward writing.
- Useful pedagogical tools, such as flexibility in topic sequence and depth of coverage.
- Complete coverage of the physical sciences with a level of explanation and detail appropriate for all students.

**STUDENT EDITION (SOFTCOVER)**
978-0-07-786262-6
*Contact your rep for pricing*

---

**NEW!**

**Explorations: An Introduction to Astronomy**

9th Edition © 2020
Arny

**An Approachable, Exciting Program for an Introductory Astronomy Course**

The ninth edition of *Explorations: An Introduction to Astronomy* focuses on the latest results and analysis of exoplanets based on Kepler. This rapidly expanding subject with exciting new results and the growing understanding of planetary systems has touched many aspects of the Solar System.

- An expanded “Cosmic Periodic Table,” to indicate the latest thinking about how the elements each formed.
- Labs and activities, interactivities, animations, and additional ideas for lecture enrichment are included with the digital resources.
- The foldout star chart has been updated to show the positions of Messier objects and a selection of brighter southern objects suitable for binoculars or a small telescope.

*All purchasing options include access to the Online Student Edition and Smartbook adaptive eBook. Teacher access includes Teacher Manual, PowerPoint presentations, test banks, and additional course-specific teaching/learning resources.*

---

**STANDARD STUDENT BUNDLE** *(Student Edition with Online Student Edition)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6-years</th>
<th>978-0-07-695325-7</th>
<th>$135.99</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-year</td>
<td>978-0-07-695328-8</td>
<td>$133.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ONLINE STUDENT EDITION SUBSCRIPTION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6-years</th>
<th>978-0-07-692487-5</th>
<th>$115.50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-year</td>
<td>978-0-07-692474-5</td>
<td>$111.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ONLINE TEACHER EDITION SUBSCRIPTION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6-years</th>
<th>978-0-07-692489-9</th>
<th>$256.50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-year</td>
<td>978-0-07-692488-2</td>
<td>$154.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW!

Experience History: Interpreting America’s Past, AP Edition

9th Edition © 2019
Davidson

A Narrative of Social History Through Multiple Perspectives and Interpretations

The first AP adaptation of the best-selling college text now in its 9th edition, this narrative is told from multiple perspectives and highlights how diverse actors have been at the center of U.S. history. Students are lead to a richer engagement with and a deeper understanding of how history is created. Focusing on the lives and actions of ordinary Americans helps students to understand that no event is inevitable, and that the actions of the people create historical moments. Students see themselves as stakeholders in an ongoing historical narrative, rather than passive recipients of a historical legacy that has little to do with their individual lives.

A first-of-its-kind for today’s AP classroom, with:

- Chapter openers focus on the key concepts in the AP framework covered in that chapter.
- The Historian’s Toolbox presents historical evidence through primary and secondary images and artifacts for students to analyze.
- Critical Thinking that focuses on primary and secondary sources from different eras specifically developed with AP exam rubrics in mind.
- After the Fact that visually flags key text and images to support the effective use of evidence in constructing a historical argument.
- Many Histories that delivers contrasting perspectives on key events for analysis and discussion.
- Critical Thinking Questions to provide students with practice on answering DBQs.
- A wealth of AP practice, focused review, and document-based questions integrated throughout.
- An AP Teacher Manual, available in print and online, includes classroom activities, pacing guides, AP test banks, practice exams, and more.

AP ADVANTAGE PRINT AND DIGITAL BUNDLE
(Student Edition with ONboard™, Online Student Edition, SCOREboard™)
6-year ................................................. 978-0-07-695775-0 ................... $160.68
1-year .................................................. 978-0-07-695776-7 .................... $139.08

AP ADVANTAGE DIGITAL STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION
(ONboard™, Online Student Edition, SCOREboard™)
6-year ................................................. 978-0-07-694334-0 ................... $136.98
1-year .................................................. 978-0-07-694325-8 ................... $115.89

AP ADVANTAGE DIGITAL TEACHER SUBSCRIPTION
(ONboard™, Online Teacher Edition, SCOREboard™)
6-year ................................................. 978-0-07-694328-9 ................... $220.95
1-year ................................................. 978-0-07-694329-6 ................... $154.50

PRINT AP TEACHER MANUAL ... 978-0-07-694330-2 ................... $41.55

mheonline.com/advancedplacement
American History: Connecting with the Past, UPDATED AP Edition
15th Edition © 2017
Brinkley

For AP U.S. History

An Engaging, Balanced Approach

Alan Brinkley’s American History: Connecting with the Past, UPDATED AP Edition fully addresses the latest AP U.S. History curriculum, providing students with guidance and support to master key concepts and themes, and succeed on the AP U.S. History Exam. The balanced approach focuses on political, social, and cultural history and its relevancy.

- Full coverage and a wealth of support for AP.
- AP-level chapter openers direct students’ attention to key concepts and help students understand the big picture.
- Historical Argumentation questions feature AP-level prompts to help students evaluate historical arguments and use evidence.
- AP test practice within each chapter and expanded online test banks help students prepare for rigor of the exam.
- A newly revised AP Teacher Manual with pacing guides, practice questions, and activities is included.

AP ADVANTAGE PRINT AND DIGITAL BUNDLE
(Student Edition with ONboard®, Online Student Edition, SCOREboard™)
6-year.................................................978-0-07-683115-9 ..............$150.69
1-year...............................................978-0-07-683126-5 ................$146.16

AP ADVANTAGE DIGITAL STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION
(ONboard®, Online Student Edition, SCOREboard™)
6-year.................................................978-0-07-903274-4 ................$128.40
1-year...............................................978-0-07-903273-7 ...............$115.68

AP ADVANTAGE DIGITAL TEACHER SUBSCRIPTION
(ONboard®, Online Teacher Edition, SCOREboard™)
6-year.................................................978-0-07-903296-6 ................$256.47
1-year...............................................978-0-07-903295-9 ...............$154.50

AP advantage access includes an AP SmartBook, interactive eBook, AP Test Banks, an AP Teacher Manual, and more teaching and learning resources. For more information, see page 2.

NEW!

The Unfinished Nation
9th Edition © 2019
Brinkley

For Honors U.S. History

Best-Selling Concise Text for U.S. History

Respected for its clear narrative voice and impeccable scholarship.

The 9th edition provides enhanced coverage on the diverse experiences and perspectives of Native Americans, African Americans, and women throughout American history.

- An eBook and an adaptive SmartBook® help students learn faster, study more efficiently, and master course content.
- Self-assessments and real-time reports help students monitor their own progress.
- Assessments, customizable PowerPoint lectures, and primary and secondary source activities for every chapter.

STANDARD STUDENT BUNDLE
(Student Edition with Online Student Edition)
6-year.................................................978-0-07-690501-0 ..............$123.84
1-year...............................................978-0-07-690503-4 ...............$120.15

ONLINE STUDENT EDITION SUBSCRIPTION
(Online Student Edition)
6-year.................................................978-0-07-687663-1 ...............$100.23
1-year...............................................978-0-07-687660-0 ...............$86.67

ONLINE TEACHER EDITION SUBSCRIPTION
(Online Teacher Edition)
6-year.................................................978-0-07-687685-1 ...............$256.47
1-year...............................................978-0-07-687664-8 ...............$154.50

AP advantage access includes an AP SmartBook, interactive eBook, AP Test Banks, an AP Teacher Manual, and more teaching and learning resources. For more information, see page 2.
HUMANITIES: AP U.S. Government

NEW!

American Democracy Now, AP Edition
6th Edition © 2019
Harrison

Engaging, Accessible, and Updated for the AP U.S. Government Redesign

At the heart of American Democracy Now is a rich set of pedagogical tools that develop the enduring understandings, align with the learning objectives, and offer comprehensive coverage of the essential knowledge statements to support success on the revised AP United States Government and Politics exam. Visually appealing, relevant, and written in an accessible voice, the program helps students garner a solid understanding of the key elements, institutions, and dynamics of government while increasing their sense of political efficacy. Students are lead to read, think, and write critically to make connections between the policies and politics of the past, the present, and the future. Includes 2018 mid-term election results.

- Chapter openers spotlight AP Enduring Understandings and focus the learning ahead.
- Required Supreme Court cases are highlighted and supported with annotations and activities for in-depth analysis and understanding.
- Integrated coverage of essential foundational documents provide opportunities for a deeper analysis.
- Integrated data-analysis activities help students consume political data in a meaningful way.
- Thinking Critically feature asks students to thoughtfully evaluate sources in the context of concept application, argumentation, and source-analysis.
- A variety of graphs, charts, illustrations, photos, political cartoons, text-based documents, and commentary provide additional source-analysis activities.
- The end-of-chapter AP Key Terms and Documents offers students the opportunity to review and check their understanding before moving onto the chapter AP test practice.
- An AP Teacher Manual, available in print and online, includes classroom activities, pacing guides, AP test banks, practice exams, and more.

AP ADVANTAGE PRINT AND DIGITAL BUNDLE
(Student Edition with ONboard™, Online Student Edition, SCOREboard™)
6-year ................................................................. 978-0-07-690490-7 ................................................. $144.24
1-year ............................................................... 978-0-07-690491-4 ................................................. $139.92

AP ADVANTAGE DIGITAL STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION
(ONboard™, Online Student Edition, SCOREboard™)
6-year ................................................................. 978-0-07-687693-8 ................................................. $121.29
1-year ............................................................... 978-0-07-687687-7 ................................................. $108.18

AP ADVANTAGE DIGITAL TEACHER SUBSCRIPTION
(ONboard™, Online Teacher Edition, SCOREboard™)
6-year ................................................................. 978-0-07-687688-4 ................................................. $256.47
1-year ............................................................... 978-0-07-687689-1 ................................................. $154.50

PRINT AP TEACHER MANUAL ................................................................. 978-0-07-687690-7 ................................................. $41.55

mheonline.com/advancedplacement
NEW!

**We the People**

13th Edition © 2019

Patterson

An Introduction to American Government

A concise approach to American Government that emphasizes critical thinking through appealing, relevant examples. This extremely readable program provides opportunities to engage with the political process while learning how to approach politics thoughtfully. Chapters include:

- Critical Thinking Zone that engages students in conceptualizing, synthesizing, and analyzing questions.
- How the U.S. Differs boxes that compare American political thought and practice with that of other countries.
- Case Study Scenarios to walk students through a real political event and grapple with how decisions are made and why.

STUDENT EDITION

978-1-26-049163-0

Contact your rep for pricing

NEW!

**Criminal Investigation**

12th Edition © 2019

Swanson

A Practical, Current Introduction

A comprehensive, step-by-step introduction to criminal investigation that presents a logical framework for understanding the investigative process.

- Coverage of current issues such as environmental crime, looting of archaeological sites, videotaping of crime scenes, street gangs, and drugs.
- Case studies emphasize the applied technique of criminal investigation.
- Compelling photographs and visual aids depict the practical aspects of investigation and clarify difficult scientific concepts.

STUDENT EDITION

978-1-26-049179-1

Contact your rep for pricing

NEW!

**Introduction to Criminal Justice**

9th Edition © 2018

Bohm

Learn from the Experts

Introduction to Criminal Justice is the ideal text for students interested in learning the complexities of the criminal justice system. With nearly 100 years of combined experience in teaching and working in the field, the authors of this comprehensive program empower students to think critically about the U.S. criminal justice system.

- Opens with the fundamentals of criminal justice, focusing on crime and criminal law.
- Progresses through a detailed analysis of the major components of the criminal justice system: law enforcement, the administration of justice, and corrections.
- Coverage of criminal justice’s role in the fight against terrorism.
- Up-to-date data, crime stores, and discussions of current events.

STUDENT BUNDLE

(Student Edition with Connect®)

6-year ..................................................978-0-07-904880-6  ..................$131.88
1-year ...................................................978-0-07-904881-3  ...................$127.92

CONNECT® SUBSCRIPTION

6-year ..................................................978-0-07-899721-1  ..................$110.25
1-year ...................................................978-0-07-899722-8  ...................$97.89

From Slavery to Freedom: A History of African Americans

10th Edition © 2020

Franklin

For African American History

An In-Depth View of African American History

This text remains the most revered, respected, and honored on the market. The preeminent history charts the journey of African Americans from their origins in Africa, through slavery in the Western Hemisphere, and struggles for freedom and racial equality with a rich array of topics, including:

- Expansive treatment of early African arts, religion, politics, trade, slavery, and material culture.
- Differing expressions of protest, local community activism, and black internationalism.
- Civil rights and Black Power.
- Election of our first African American president.

STUDENT EDITION (SOFTCOVER)

978-1-26-049165-4

Contact your rep for pricing

NEW!

**We the People**

13th Edition © 2019

Patterson

An Introduction to American Government

A concise approach to American Government that emphasizes critical thinking through appealing, relevant examples. This extremely readable program provides opportunities to engage with the political process while learning how to approach politics thoughtfully. Chapters include:

- Critical Thinking Zone that engages students in conceptualizing, synthesizing, and analyzing questions.
- How the U.S. Differs boxes that compare American political thought and practice with that of other countries.
- Case Study Scenarios to walk students through a real political event and grapple with how decisions are made and why.

STUDENT EDITION

978-1-26-049163-0

Contact your rep for pricing
Traditions & Encounters: A Global Perspective on the Past, UPDATED © 2020 AP Edition
Updated 6th Edition © 2020
Bentley

Panorama: A World History
1st Edition © 2015
Dunn

For the Revised AP World History

Fully Updated for the 2019 AP Course

The thematic perspective encourages critical thinking about the world's history and fosters connections that recognize both continuities and changes across periods. Students are lead to analyze historical sources and evidence as they interpret, draw inferences, and assess the validity of a variety of documents and understand the complexities of how events link to each other over periods of time. Teacher and students are well supported in the context of AP success.

Fully Updated Course Resources

- AP-style test practice multiple choice, short answer, and long essay questions at the end of each chapter.
- AP Test Banks match the question type, style, and rigor of the newly redesigned AP exam.
- AP Teacher Manual for a seamless transition into extended subthemes and new exam style and format.
- Primary Source Library organized by historical time period. Each time period includes a variety of primary sources and historical arguments, and a set of focused documents and images to analyze and interpret one topic in depth.

Visit mheonline.com/advanced placement for ISBNS and pricing for the following:

STANDARD STUDENT BUNDLE 1-YEAR AND 6-YEAR
(Student Edition, Online Student Edition)
DIGITAL STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION 1-YEAR AND 6-YEAR
(Online Student Edition)
DIGITAL TEACHER SUBSCRIPTION 1-YEAR AND 6-YEAR
(Online Teacher Edition)
PRINT AP TEACHER MANUAL

A History of Europe in the Modern World

11th Edition © 2014
Palmer

The Authority of European History

Palmer's A History of Europe in the Modern World maintains its well-established historical authority while focusing more specifically on Europe's prominent role in modern global exchanges, nation building, transnational commercial systems, colonial empires, and cultural transitions. Combining concise accounts of specific nations and national differences with a wide-ranging comparative analysis of international events, this updated edition of a classic text carefully examines the whole modern history of Europeans and their perpetually changing societies.

STUDENT EDITION
978-0-07-338554-9
Contact your rep for pricing
Discover the Richness and Breadth of Human Geography

The first AP adaptation of the best-selling college text, now in its 13th edition, *Human Geography AP Edition* seeks to introduce students to the scope and excitement of geography. It helps students develop an awareness of geography’s relevance to their daily lives and their role as informed citizens.

*Human Geography* conveys the richness and breadth of human geography and provides insight into the nature and intellectual challenges of the field of study. Fully comprehensive in content, current in data, relevant in interpretation, and aligned to the AP curriculum framework, this new AP edition leads students through an exciting exploration of AP Human Geography and supports success in their coursework and on the Exam.

New AP features include:
- Full alignment to the AP framework for Human Geography.
- Chapter opener correlations to AP Learning Objectives.
- AP Key Terms highlighted at point of use.
- End-of-chapter AP questions and AP-focused review.
- Free-response questions that assess students’ grasp of concepts and skills throughout each chapter.
- Digital diagnostic assessment, skill and unit reviews, practice exams, and writing exemplars with feedback for students at different points of content mastery.
- An AP Teacher Manual, available in print and online, includes classroom activities, pacing guides, AP test banks, practice exams, and more.

**AP ADVANTAGE PRINT AND DIGITAL BUNDLE**
(Student Edition with ONboard®, Online Student Edition, SCOREboard®)
- 6-year: 978-0-07-697610-2, $149.34
- 1-year: 978-0-07-697611-9, $128.73

**AP ADVANTAGE DIGITAL STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION**
(ONboard®, Online Student Edition, SCOREboard®)
- 6-year: 978-0-07-697452-8, $126.69
- 1-year: 978-0-07-697451-1, $105.57

**AP ADVANTAGE DIGITAL TEACHER SUBSCRIPTION**
(ONboard®, Online Teacher Edition, SCOREboard®)
- 6-year: 978-0-07-697454-2, $214.50
- 1-year: 978-0-07-697453-5, $154.50

**PRINT AP TEACHER MANUAL**
978-0-07-697455-9, $40.35

---

*The AP® advantage is the pathway to success for today’s AP students. Access includes an AP SmartBook adaptive eBook, AP Test Banks, an AP Teacher Manual, and more teaching and learning resources. For more information, see page 2.*
Economics, AP Edition
21st Edition © 2018
McConnell

Essentials of Economics
4th Edition © 2019
Brue

Tried and True Favorite, Streamlined for the AP Curriculum

*Economics* remains the top-selling book for AP Macroeconomics and AP Microeconomics courses. The authors’ 40 years of teaching success are reflected in the clear treatment of economics concepts, balanced coverage, and patient explanations. Streamlined to only focus on AP content with easy visual clues to separate microeconomic and macroeconomic content, this AP Edition also offers:

- A new Focus Review Guide workbook to help students apply the essential AP content.
- Robust AP resources including AP part and chapter introductions, AP-style test practice, AP quick review sections, and complete practice exams.
- An online AP Teacher Manual with pacing guides, teaching notes, student stumbling blocks, and lecture notes.
- Graphing practice, and additional graphing exercises and support.

**AP ADVANTAGE PRINT AND DIGITAL BUNDLE**
(Student Edition with ONboard®, Online Student Edition, SCOREboard®)
6-year ................................................. 978-0-07-683226-2 ...................$161.85
1-year .................................................. 978-0-07-683232-3 ...................$156.96

**AP ADVANTAGE DELUXE PRINT AND DIGITAL BUNDLE**
(Student Edition with Focus Review Guide, ONboard®, Online Student Edition, SCOREboard®)
6-year ................................................. 978-0-07-683227-9 ...................$177.75
1-year .................................................. 978-0-07-683233-0 ...................$167.58

**AP ADVANTAGE DIGITAL STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION**
(ONboard®, Online Student Edition, SCOREboard®)
6-year ................................................. 978-0-07-903340-6 ...................$138.81
1-year .................................................. 978-0-07-903339-0 ...................$125.70

**AP ADVANTAGE DIGITAL TEACHER SUBSCRIPTION**
(ONboard®, Online Teacher Edition, SCOREboard®)
6-year ................................................. 978-0-07-903346-8 ...................$256.50
1-year .................................................. 978-0-07-903345-1 ...................$154.50

For AP Economics

**The Best Elements for a One-Semester Course**

*Essentials of Economics* provides a fresh alternative to the survey course that is both substantive and appropriate for the introductory economics student. The fourth edition provides the best elements of McConnell *Economics* 21st edition with unique content designed to help students understand the material in one semester.

**STUDENT EDITION (HARDCOVER)**
978-1-26-048971-2
Contact your rep for pricing

**Cutting Edge and Modern**

Colander’s focus on modern economics centers on critical thinking. The approach is based on traditional models, but subjects students to deeper analysis, focusing on the real world as opposed to abstract models. Through Colander’s trademark colloquial approach, *Economics* helps students grasp core economic principles that they can apply in their daily lives, while presenting a range of differing schools of thought to expose students to the diversity of economic thought.

**STUDENT EDITION (HARDCOVER)**
978-1-25-919315-6
Contact your rep for pricing
The modern, yet approachable narrative in The Science of Psychology provides students with a scientific approach to psychology, placing function before dysfunction.

AP-specific features include:

- AP Psychology Inquiry encourages students to think like scientists and apply data from research in the context of key AP topics.
- AP Summaries that organize information by key topics.
- AP Chapter Banks with AP-style multiple choice and free response questions.
- AP Teacher Manual with suggested activities, practice questions, pacing guides, and more.

The AP® advantage is the pathway to success for today’s AP students. Access includes an AP SmartBook adaptive eBook, AP Test Banks, an AP Teacher Manual, and more teaching and learning resources. For more information, see page 2.

Students First

Modular in design and based on Feldman’s proven pedagogy, Understanding Psychology provides students with a comprehensive and powerful learning framework to help them connect, engage, and feel excited about psychology. The extensive pedagogical system throughout each module and chapter guides students through the material with Key Concept Questions, Prologues, Looking Ahead sections, Running Glossaries, Recap/Evaluate/Rethink segments, and Study Alerts.

- The modules-within-chapters format is manageable for students and flexible for teachers.
- Chapter-level Exploring Diversity sections are devoted to an aspect of racial, ethnic, gender, or cultural diversity.
- From the Perspective of includes questions to help students connect psychological concepts with career realities and answers the “Why does psychology matter to me?” question. Examples of some of the career fields include health, technology, criminal justice, and marketing.

Contact your rep for pricing
Language and Composition: The Art of Voice, AP Edition

2nd Edition © 2019 Muller

Develop Skilled Readers and Effective Writers for AP Success

Language and Composition: The Art of Voice is a blended rhetoric/reader that spans myriad ages, cultures, and disciplines while building a solid foundation for students as they learn to approach, analyze, and respond to a variety of selections. The text, paired with the digital resources in the AP advantage, delivers accessible and adaptive support to help students prepare for the course, keep pace with the course, and pass the exam.

Exceptional Student Support

- The five-part organization scaffolds instruction from skills and process, to critical reading, thinking, and writing, and on to AP-level application and mastery.
- Expanded coverage on rhetorical analysis and devices creates a solid framework.
- Synthesizing Sources On feature is refreshed with new, contemporary themes.
- Increased support for argument includes a focus on core skills.
- New student examples of AP Synthesis, Rhetorical Analysis, and Argument essays provide meaningful models.
- Enhanced visual rhetoric coverage helps students effectively read and respond to images as texts.
- Powerful, personalized digital resources with the AP advantage.

Stellar Teacher Resources

- Robust AP Teacher Manual with lesson plans, pacing guides, and expanded classroom activities available in print and online.
- AP Test Banks offer AP exam practice all year-round.
- At-a-glance and in-depth reports track student performance and provide the much-needed data to inform instruction.
- A wealth of online assignments, activities, and teaching aides.

AP ADVANTAGE PRINT AND DIGITAL BUNDLE
(Student edition with ONboard®*, online student edition, Composition Essentials 3.0, SCOREboard®
6-year....................................................978-0-07-692975-7.......................$110.01
1-year.....................................................978-0-07-692976-4.......................$98.01

AP ADVANTAGE DIGITAL STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION
(ONboard®, online student edition, Composition Essentials 3.0, SCOREboard®
6-year....................................................978-0-07-691936-9.......................$93.51
1-year.....................................................978-0-07-691935-2.......................$82.50

AP ADVANTAGE DIGITAL TEACHER SUBSCRIPTION
(ONboard®, online teacher edition, Composition Essentials 3.0, SCOREboard®
6-year....................................................978-0-07-691937-6.......................$249.00
1-year.....................................................978-0-07-691939-0.......................$150.00
PRINT AP TEACHER MANUAL ....978-0-07-691931-4.......................$41.49

NEW!

The AP® advantage is the pathway to success for today’s AP students. Access for this title includes ONboard, Composition Essentials 3.0, an adaptive eBook, AP Test Banks, SCOREboard®, an AP Teacher Manual, and more teaching and learning resources.
NEW!

**Avanti!**

**Beginning Italian**

4th Edition © 2018

Aski

---

**STUDENT BUNDLE**

(Student Edition with Connect)

6-year .................................................. 978-0-07-897556-1 .......................... $132.63
1-year ................................................... 978-0-07-897559-2 ........................... $128.64

**DE LUXE STUDENT BUNDLE**

(Student Edition with Connect and Workbook)

6-year .................................................. 978-0-07-897558-5 .......................... $164.46
1-year ................................................... 978-0-07-897561-5 ........................... $160.47

**CONNECT® SUBSCRIPTION**

6-year .................................................. 978-0-07-680608-9 .......................... $110.37
1-year ................................................... 978-0-07-680607-2 ........................... $97.62

---

**The McGraw-Hill**

**Reader: Issues Across the Disciplines**

12th Edition © 2014

Muller

---

**STUDENT EDITION (SOFTCOVER)**

978-1-25-999152-3

Contact your rep for pricing

---

**Read, Reason, Write: An Argument Text and Reader, MLA 2019 Update**

12th Edition © 2019

Seyler

---

**AP Language and Composition — Argument Unites Argument and Critical Thinking**

Read, Reason, Write: An Argument Text and Reader unites instruction in critical reading and analysis, argument, and research strategies with a rich collection of readings that provide practice for the skills as well as new ideas and insights for readers. Through its history, the text has shown students how reading, analytic, argumentative, and research skills are interrelated and how the combined skills help each student to develop critical thinking.

**STUDENT EDITION (SOFTCOVER)**

978-1-26-049079-4

Contact your rep for pricing

---

**Rich, Diverse Readings Thematically Arranged**

The McGraw-Hill Reader: Issues Across the Disciplines offers rich and diverse readings in education, social science, business, economics, humanities, and science. This edition offers a new focus on reading and composing across various media — including more than 100 selections from prominent thinkers and writers. Each essay was chosen to provoke critical thought and encourage effective writing. A special section on the writing process helps students hone their communication skills.

**STUDENT EDITION (SOFTCOVER)**

978-1-25-999152-3

Contact your rep for pricing

---

**Cultivate an Appreciation for Italian Language and Culture**

Avanti! Beginning Italian takes a modern approach to introductory Italian and provides a dynamic learning environment for students that fosters communication and motivates students to succeed. Avanti! is known for its:

- Focus on the most critical language for communication.
- Active presentation of vocabulary and grammar, systematic review, and recycling.
- Inclusion of real-world culture.
- Grammar tutorial videos for each chapter.
- Student workbook that provides extensive practice of Strategie, Lessico, and Strutture material presented in the textbook.

With Avanti!, students not only learn Italian, they develop a deep appreciation for Italian culture.
For College Readiness Literacy

Common Places: Bridge to College English

1st Edition © 2017
Hoefner

Common Places delivers core skills remediation in critical reading, thinking, and writing to help struggling students master the competencies they need to prepare for higher-level literacy. The process-driven reading and writing pedagogy in the text is practical, student friendly, and comprehensive. The text integrates the powerful concepts of metacognition, reflection, and critical thinking with practical exercises and application to help transition students from high school to college-level English. As a leader in developmental education redesign, Lisa Hoefner provides an innovative instructional framework that includes:

- Step-by-step modeling for integrated reading and writing processes.
- A fresh approach to grammar.
- A compelling set of thematic, leveled readings.
- A wealth of digital resources, including leveled assessments, leveled reading and writing exercises, and practice question sets.
- An Annotated Teacher Edition with robust teaching tips and answers to in-text questions and exercises.

For more information about our College Readiness programs, turn to page 6.

All purchasing options include Connect®, which features a SmartBook® adaptive eBook and additional digital teaching and learning resources.

STUDENT BUNDLE (Student Edition with Connect®)
6-year ........................................................................................................978-0-07-904854-7 ...................................$76.26
1-year .........................................................................................................978-0-07-904857-8  ..................................$73.95

CONNECT® SUBSCRIPTION
6-year ........................................................................................................978-0-07-680723-9  ..................................$54.63
1-year .........................................................................................................978-0-07-680731-4  ...................................$42.27

Invention and Craft: A Guide to College Writing, MLA 2016 Update

1st Edition © 2016
Dively

For College Readiness Writing

Problem-Solving Approach to College Writing

Invention and Craft: A Guide to College Writing draws on the relationship between the writing process and the creative process model and teaches a problem-solving, insight-driven approach to writing clearly and effectively in all genres. Its emphasis on knowledge transfer instructs students to recognize the patterns that occur within and across genres and to apply what they know to each new writing assignment.

STUDENT EDITION (SOFTCOVER)
978-1-25-998866-0
Contact your rep for pricing

NEW!

College Writing Skills with Readings, MLA 2019 Update

10th Edition © 2019
Langan

For College Readiness Writing

Grammar and Mechanics from Sentence to Paragraph

College Writing Skills with Readings tenth edition highlights the importance of writing with a purpose by focusing on four bases of writing unity, support, coherence, and sentence skills. Langan personalizes and grounds students’ writing experience by placing all of its reading, writing, and essay examples within three key realms — personal, academic, and workplace (PAW) — to emphasize the importance of writing in every facet of life.

STUDENT EDITION (SOFTCOVER)
978-1-25-998854-7
Contact your rep for pricing

English Brushup

Langan

For College Readiness Writing

Basic Grammar and Mechanics of Writing

English Brushup offers a brief guide to the grammar, punctuation, and usage skills that students need most. Offering features not found in other texts, it focuses on important skills using a self-teaching approach and is reasonable size.

STUDENT EDITION (SOFTCOVER)
978-0-07-351360-7
Contact your rep for pricing
The Leading Speech Textbook of our Time

The award-winning Art of Public Speaking offers a time-tested approach to teaching the practical skills of public speaking and the major aspects of speech preparation and presentation.

- Clear, authoritative coverage written in a personable voice.
- Integrates a rich selection of narratives, speech excerpts, and full sample speeches that illustrate principles in action.
- Unmatched digital resources help students become successful, responsible speakers, listeners, and thinkers.

STUDENT EDITION (SOFTCOVER)
978-0-07-352617-1
Contact your rep for pricing

STUDENT EDITION (SOFTCOVER)
978-0-07-351204-4
Contact your rep for pricing

Practical Approach

The Newspaper Designer’s Handbook successfully deconstructs the process of laying out newspaper pages. For journalism students and professionals alike, countless designers have used this book to learn how to design and improve their skills as visual communicators. Students are given foundational information, practical process application, page design strategies, and instruction on digital news design.

STUDENT EDITION (SOFTCOVER)
978-0-07-351204-4
Contact your rep for pricing

All purchasing options include access to the Online Student Edition and Smartbook adaptive eBook. Teacher access includes Teacher Manual, PowerPoint presentations, test banks, and additional course-specific teaching/learning resources.
For AP Music Theory

#1 Text Beloved for its Direct Approach

For more than two decades *Tonal Harmony* has been the leading text for AP Music Theory students and music majors. Used by nearly 800 schools, *Tonal Harmony* has been consistently praised for its practicality and ease of use for student and teacher alike.

- A straightforward approach is supported by well-chosen examples and thoughtful exercises.
- A flexible presentation is compatible with differing teaching styles and theoretical points of view.
- A student workbook with all audio excerpts needed to complete the exercises is available.
- A digitally enhanced experience with embedded audio in the SmartBook™ features recordings of every example from music literature found in the text.
- Interactive drills embedded in the SmartBook offer students a wealth of hands-on practice as they read.

**STUDENT BUNDLE** (Student Edition with Connect®)

6-year.................................................. 978-0-07-671702-6 $150.42
1-year.................................................. 978-0-07-671700-2 $145.92

**PREMIUM STUDENT BUNDLE**

(Student Edition with Connect® and Student Workbook)

6-year.................................................. 978-0-07-671706-4 $166.32
1-year.................................................. 978-0-07-671703-3 $161.85

**CONNECT® SUBSCRIPTION**

6-year.................................................. 978-0-07-668510-3 $128.13
1-year.................................................. 978-0-07-668515-8 $115.41

All purchasing options include Connect®, which features a SmartBook™ adaptive eBook and additional digital teaching and learning resources.

McGraw-Hill School Education reserves the right to make changes, improvements, and/or updates to our technology services and content at any time during your subscription term in order to offer our customers the most up-to-date content and technology. Educators will be notified of any changes prior to the start of the school year, and we will provide a transition guide that details any changes to the eText with corresponding instructions to the print book.

Music in Theory and Practice, Volume 1

978-0-07-802515-0

Music in Theory and Practice, Volume 2

978-0-07-749332-5

Contact your rep for pricing

Music: An Appreciation

12th Edition © 2018

Kamien

The Authority in Music Appreciation

*Music: An Appreciation* remains the time-tested solution for welcoming students to the art of listening to great music. Now, Roger Kamien places a renewed focus on learning the elements of music, fostering each student’s unique path to listening and understanding.

- Provides step-by-step guidance to understanding the elements of music.
- Equips students with the language, tools, and listening skills required to sustain a lifelong enthusiasm for music.
- Also available in a Brief Edition.

**Music: An Appreciation**

**STUDENT EDITION (HARDCOVER)**

978-1-25-989270-7

**Music: An Appreciation, Brief Edition**

**STUDENT EDITION (SOFTCOVER)**

978-1-25-987054-5

Contact your rep for pricing

mheonline.com/advancedplacement
Theatre: The Lively Art

9th Edition © 2018

Petrie

Cultivate Perceptive Viewers

With an emphasis on the narrative film, The Art of Watching Films challenges students to take their film experience further by:

- Sharpening their powers of observation.
- Developing the skills and habits of perceptive watching.
- Discovering complex aspects of film art that they might otherwise overlook.

STUDENT EDITION (SOFTCOVER)
978-0-07-351428-4
Contact your rep for pricing

The Theatre Experience

10th Edition © 2019

Wilson

Theatre from the Perspective of the Audience

Theatre: The Lively Art remains the best-selling program for Theatre Appreciation courses. With its hallmark focus on preparing future audience members, students will learn how theatre functions, how it should be viewed and judged, and the transition behind any performance they may attend.

STUDENT EDITION (SOFTCOVER)
978-1-26-049082-4
Contact your rep for pricing
Lead Students to Success
Miller’s *Beginning Algebra* and *Intermediate Algebra* provide an alternative approach to the high school algebra course. This series leads students step-by-step through the study of algebra. Problem Recognition Exercises help students learn the difference between problem types and determine which strategies are most effective for finding solutions. These exercises, along with practice problems, give students the conceptual understanding and preparation needed to achieve success.

Simplify Honors Algebra with the Miller Math Series
The Miller Math Series is a powerful, new companion for improving student performance in honors algebra. Prepare your students to meet the course challenges with this comprehensive, user-friendly, and flexible series that features *College Algebra*, *Precalculus*, and *College Algebra and Trigonometry* textbooks, as well as robust digital solutions to fit the needs of your classroom.

- A variety of exercise sets and step-by-step worked examples help bolster student learning.
- Strategic callouts, like Tip Boxes and Points of Interest, boost confidence.
- Includes modeling and applications that help students relate mathematical concepts to their everyday lives.
- Provides five types of graded exercises, like Concept Connections and Problem Recognition.

**College Algebra**

2nd Edition © 2017

**College Algebra and Trigonometry**

1st Edition © 2017

**Precalculus**

1st Edition © 2017

**College Algebra**

ALEKS®360 STUDENT BUNDLE (STUDENT EDITION WITH ALEKS®360)
6-year subscription ...................... 978-0-07-676971-1 .................. $254.91
40-week subscription .................... 978-0-07-676976-6 .................. $195.66

ALEKS®360 LICENSE
6-year subscription ...................... 978-0-07-903088-7 .................. $128.73
40-week subscription .................... 978-0-07-903087-0 .................. $66.93

**College Algebra and Trigonometry**

ALEKS®360 STUDENT BUNDLE (STUDENT EDITION WITH ALEKS®360)
6-year subscription ...................... 978-0-07-676958-2 .................. $254.91
40-week subscription .................... 978-0-07-676961-2 .................. $195.66

ALEKS®360 LICENSE
6-year subscription ...................... 978-0-07-669413-6 .................. $128.73
40-week subscription .................... 978-0-07-675151-8 .................. $66.93

**Precalculus**

ALEKS®360 STUDENT BUNDLE (STUDENT EDITION WITH ALEKS®360)
6-year subscription ...................... 978-0-07-676997-9 .................. $254.91
40-week subscription .................... 978-0-07-676984-1 .................. $195.66

ALEKS®360 LICENSE
6-year subscription ...................... 978-0-07-669426-6 .................. $128.73
40-week subscription .................... 978-0-07-675105-1 .................. $66.93

All purchasing options include ALEKS®360, a complete course solution that combines personalized assessment and learning with a fully integrated, interactive eBook.
Elementary Statistics: A Step by Step Approach

10th Edition © 2018
Bluman

For General Statistics

Perfect for Introductory Statistics
For students whose mathematical background is limited to algebra, this is the quintessential general statistics text (not intended for AP® Statistics). Elementary Statistics: A Step by Step Approach:

- Follows a non-theoretical approach without formal proofs, explaining concepts intuitively and supporting them with abundant examples.
- Ensures relevancy and deepens conceptual understanding by offering real-life problems for students to solve with data projects, statistics today, and critical-thinking elements.

ALEKS®360 STUDENT BUNDLE (STUDENT EDITION WITH ALEKS®360)
6-year subscription ........................................................... 978-0-07-897105-1 ............................................ $219.72
40-week subscription ...................................................... 978-0-07-897103-7 ............................................ $183.15

ALEKS®360
Six, 1-year Licenses ........................................................... 978-0-07-679387-7 ........................................... $128.73
40-week subscription ...................................................... 978-0-07-679391-4 ........................................... $66.93

All purchasing options include ALEKS®360, a complete course solution that combines personalized assessment and learning with a fully integrated, interactive eBook.

NEW!

Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications

8th Edition © 2019
Rosen

Market-Leading Discrete Math Text
Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications presents a precise, relevant, and comprehensive approach to mathematical concepts. This world-renowned best-selling text was written to accommodate the needs across a variety of majors and departments including mathematics computer science and engineering. As the market leader, the book is highly flexible, comprehensive, and a proven pedagogical teaching tool for teachers.

STUDENT EDITION (HARDCOVER)
978-1-26-049160-9
Contact your rep for pricing

NEW!

Math in Our World

4th Edition © 2019
Sobecki

For 3rd or 4th Year Math

Engaging, Relatable Math Program
Math in Our World engages students with a clear writing style, real-world examples, and a step-by-step approach. This edition also features:

- “MATH IN” chapter openers that tie concepts to students’ daily lives.
- “Try This One” practice exercises that provide immediate reinforcement for students.
- Application exercises and examples to further emphasize the importance of real-world connections.

STUDENT EDITION (HARDCOVER)
978-1-26-048988-0
Contact your rep for pricing

Customer Service 1-800-334-7344
Custom Digital Solutions — Your Content, Your Way

McGraw-Hill is committed to providing dynamic and engaging learning experiences to match the way you deliver them — print, online, or blended. If you are interested in pairing our best-in-class, digital resources with a listed Student Edition Only print program or purchasing a 100% digital solution, we offer custom options that include McGraw-Hill eBooks, adaptive SmartBooks, online Teacher Manuals, activities, presentation tools, and more! Ready to get started? Visit mheonline.com/advancedplacement.

Orders must be 100 units or more. Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.

Frequently Asked Questions

How can I demo a digital product?
To preview select texts, visit mheonline.com/sampleaphonorselectives. To experience the full depth and breadth of our digital solutions, including the personalized, adaptive, and dynamic resources that accompany our core programs, visit mheonline.com/advancedplacement.

Why is it important to share purchase timeline and enrollments with my rep?
When you provide information to us about your plans to purchase, we can ensure the warehouse is properly stocked with all materials. Early and accurate information helps to eliminate backorders.

What is the difference between the AP Edition and the Higher Ed edition of the same course?
The AP Edition includes all of the same content as the Higher Ed edition, with the addition of AP-specific content and resources for teachers and students. AP Editions also include a reinforced binding and digital subscription lengths to meet the needs of K–12 schools.

Why do some products not have prices listed?
Some of the books listed in this catalog are sold directly from McGraw-Hill Higher Education. Pricing adjustments in Higher Ed take place on a different schedule than McGraw-Hill Education School. To ensure you receive the correct and most current pricing for those programs, please contact your College and Career Readiness Specialist.

mheonline.com/advancedplacement
Customer Support
How can we help?

ORDER TRACKING:
When will your order arrive? Call 1-800-334-7344 or email seg_customerservice@mheducation.com to check the status of your order. Upon receipt of your order, please check your shipment carefully. If carton(s) are missing or damaged, please indicate any missing or damaged cartons on the Bill of Lading before you sign it. If there is an error with your order, notify Customer Service within 60 days.

DIGITAL ACCESS:
After submitting your order, the designated contact at your school will receive an email from McGraw-Hill Education with information about how to access online content, including creating student and teacher accounts.

If you do not hear from McGraw-Hill in regards to your digital subscription, you can contact subscriptionmanagement@mheducation.com and reference the purchase order number.

Teacher and student digital resources are accessed by visiting my.mheducation.com with the exception of programs on the Connect platform.

TECH SUPPORT:
If you need technical assistance with your digital products, call 1-800-437-3715 or email epgtech@mheducation.com.

RETURNS:
Direct returns to the address on the packing list or call 1-800-334-7344. Ship to McGraw-Hill Education via UPS or common carrier, prepaid, insured, and traceable. Please include the reason for the return. Customers must report shortages, damaged, or defective products within 60 days of the invoice date. All shipments must meet our returns policy guidelines.

IMPLEMENTATION AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT:
McGraw-Hill School Education is committed to assisting teachers, administrators, and district leaders with achieving your curriculum goals. Upon program adoption, our MHE support team will work hand-in-hand with district curriculum leaders to discuss the specific needs and objectives of the district. Our team is 100% dedicated to collaborating and creating a customized plan for the implementation of our solutions and ongoing professional development options.

Self-service resources are also available for McGraw-Hill’s technology products, including videos, presentations, and how-to guides. Additional help is available through the Digital Technical Support team online and over the phone: mheduca tion.force.com/CustomerSupport.

PRICING INFORMATION:
■ All prices are school Net Prices, plus applicable taxes.
■ FOB Shipping Point.
■ Prices effective 10/1/18 and expire 9/30/19. Prices are subject to change without notice.
■ All orders are considered offers to purchase, subject to acceptance.
■ Payment terms are Net Invoice.
■ All products and prices in this catalog are valid for United States distribution only. For information about products and prices outside the United States, contact an international or Canadian representative.

For product support and all other questions, please contact Customer Service at 1-800-334-7344, visit the Customer Service page on mheduca tion.com/prek-12, or email seg_customerservice@mheducation.com.
McGraw-Hill Education:
Your Partner in Advanced Placement, Honors and Electives Education

Visit mheonline.com/advancedplacement
Find your College and Career Readiness Specialist, get more information about our programs, request a sample, demo digital resources, and more!

AP®, Advanced Placement®, and Advanced Placement Program® are trademarks registered by the College Board, which was not involved in the production of, and does not endorse, these products.